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Photo by ChuckAndrasko
Artist Diane Pepe, who describes herself as a humanist/minimalist, is shown here with two of her works from a collection•ondisplay in the Museum of Art. Like Piet Mondrian, Pepe uses line and color in an abstract way to capture the universalessence of the world.

'Nolan ': suicide
Hy MARGIE MARRON
laily Collegian Staff Write'

The plays presented at the University's 5 O'Clock
Playwright's Theatre are always original productions,
but few are more original than the current production
of "Harry Nolan," the reason being that the main
character, namely Harry Nolan, never makes an
appearanceduringthe entire play.

In fact, the only clues the audience receives that
Harry even exists come duringthe two occasions when
Harry speaks; however, playwright Chris Hanzsek has
Harry speak from a darkened room and from the in-
side of an outhouse, making sure that the audience
never sees him. Despite the fact that the play is named
for him, Harry's invisibility suggests that perhaps the
play is not really about him at all.

The characters in "Harry Nolan," which closes
after tonight's performance at the Pavilion Theatre,
live in a crazy world of fast food restaurants, religious

By COLLEEN MORRIS
Daily Collegian StaffWriter

For many people listening to a
Beethoven sonata is stimulating, but for
Diane Pepe it:can inspire her to create a
complex harmony of lines and layers of
color.

On one level, Pepe's recent drawings,
now are on display at the Museum ofArt,
appear to be abstract and disciplined
rather than intuitive and emotional. But
Pepe said that although a finished
drawing has crisp geometric lines and
soft pastel and colored pencil forms built
up with crosshatching, it begins with her
feelings rather than a particular plan in
mind.

"My drawings emerge as I think about
a feeling. Sometimes it is the sense of a
concerto, the feeling of a city or the
nature of light that I may try to ex-
press," Pepe said. "I may begin with a
field of marks that come into a form or
with one line."

Describing herself as a
humanist/minimalist, Pepe said she
wishes to express the most universal
sense of a human idea or feeling in her
drawingswith shapes that do not imitate
external forms, but instead imitate their

'soap opera really not funny
cults, suicides and soap operas. All of the characters,
and scenes are related in some way, but the play
moves so quickly that at times these relationships are
lost as the audience tries to follow the activity on stage.

On the surface this is a funny play. Scenes such as
the one with an army sargeant (Vickielee Wohlbach)
telling her men they must fight because their country,
after converting oil to margarine to save energy, now
faces a serious margarine shortage, kept the audience
laughing. However, Hanzsek weaves in several serious
words and phrases along with the humor, leaving the
viewer to wonder at the end if the play is really a,comedy or a satire.

One theme that runs throughout the- play is that
many ofthe characters die in some type of painful way.
For example, Harry's cousin Bobby (Chris Kunkel) is
killed when he drives his car into a tree, while Harry's
girlfriend, Susan Young, also played by Wohlbach, is
killed by penguins in Antartica after having both feet

and one of her hands amputated. Hanzsek takes care to
associate each of the deaths in the play to Harry in
some way.

A major mistake made by Hanzsek and director
Danny Peak was that they presented the story in
separate segments, all of which resembled short skits.
The problem with this format was that the audience
tended to view each segment separately, and while
they may have understood the meaning of each scene,
they could not tie together a universal message at the
end of the play.

Overall, the direction by Peak was excellent and the
performances by the cast were all very good, par-
ticularly Michael Endy's role as narrator. This was
done with just enough tongue-in-cheek to keep him a
major part of the play instead of being overshadowed
by the other actors as many narrators are.
If Harry Nolan's world of suicide and soap operas

sounds familiar, that is because it is just like our world.

DearK Dees,
Thanksfor making this

year'sRegatta the most

successful ever. We enjoyed
every minute ofit.

Love,
U-031 the Beta Figs

Layers of colors, harmony of lines
essential nature. The early and middle
period of Piet Mondrian's work inspire
her and, like Mondrian, sheuses line and
color in an abstract way to capture the
universalessence ofthe world.

One drawing, "Confrontation," has
strong lines and a muted block of red
that can easily be interpreted as ex-
pressing both an impersonal meeting of
opposing forces or an abstract ex-
pression of a humansituation. In a more
lighthearted collage made of strips of
paper and red thread entitled "Blocked
New York City" Pepe seems to have
captured the crowded streets and
streams • of cars of the city. Yet on
another level, Pepe said, for her the
work describes the intense pressures she
felt while there.

more intricate, stronger lines of th
morerecent work.

"No. 2 Cm" seems almost ar
chitectural with bars receding into the
distance as if one is looking down at a
building into an open courtyard. A
certain mistiness pervades the work
caused by the 'soft greyed colors brid
textures that contrast 'with its shlrp.
geometrical boundaries. - •

AlthoughPepe said she sees a definite
cycle in her work moving from the
simple to, the complex, she said she was
not aware that a drawing done in 1978,
"Complexity Begins," suggests a theme
that is more fully developed in "No. 2
Cm" done this year. And yet, the
delicate, nearly hesistant lines and faint
pastel of the earlier work parallel the

The three dimensional sense of "No. 2
Cm" could well be expressed in sculp-
ture, but Pepe is not sure whether she
will pursue that, medium. "Three
dimensions keep creeping into my
works, but I am not sure if what It am
trying to express Ilvould be best ac-
complished in three, dimensions,"Pepe
said. "Only by working will I resolve
that tension."

While an art student, Pepe studied
painting, sculpture and lithography.
Now; as an 'assistant professor of ai.a4 at
Penn State she- teaches a .variety or
printing and drawing courses as well a:
a papermaking course. Although Pepe
said she has experimented with works
using handmade paper, only one work
had some small pieces of such paper in
it.
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"Nashville Straight"
String Sale
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RENT in the 'CENTRE REGION?
The COG Rental Housing Advisory.Committee is accepting letters of interest from
studer), non-student and senior citizen rentors who would like to serve on the com-
mittee. Your letter should explain why you are interested in Rental Housing in the
Centre Region.
The Committee will select one student, one non-student and one senior citizen rentor
to serve on the committee. This is an opportunity to participate with your neighbors in
the Cenre Region in the improvement of our community. Letters will be accepted until
May 16)1980. If you have any questions; call 234-7198.
Send y ur letterto: Rental Housing Advisory Committee/tom Kurtz, Secretary/118 S.
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234 E. College Ave

Lee Straight Leg
Pre-Wash Jeans

Reg. $2199
SAVE $1799
$4OO

MM mill
Under Mid-State Bank
Hours 9:00 - 5:30 Daily Mid Stale'
Mon & Fri 9:00.- 9:00

Bonk I under
Sank

Lee Tee-Shirts
Reg. $499
$6OO

Lee Pr6-Wash Denim
Fatigue Jeans with Flap
Pockets $1 2"Reg. 1799 Save 5130
Lee Painter Pants Pre-
Wash Denim $1 69 9

Reg.1999
Lee Pre-Wash Denim
Bib Overalls $2099Reg. 2499

01/ER-RE,5111.A710N.
AIR - nil OUT FRONT ON
MO? IT AIR 15;40HAVE

6;5-69 70 ME,

Lee Pre-Wash
Boot Cut Jeans

Reg. $2199
$1 "GAVE

$5OO

Casual and
Fashion Knit

v. Shirts
by Ricks

.., \ ,Vsi \, and Horizon
Y/$79 9
-` and1 and

Sold Elsewhere at $l5OO

0.4 4‹• a •

t• I

Army fatigue style pants
Variety of colors. Tan/Navy/Lt. Blue/Gray/ $1 099Black/White/Olive Green.

• Reg. $1499 I
100% Cotton
Gauze Shirts
Short Sleeves

Reg. $8991500

Gray Tee-shirts

$349 2 forReg.
$5OO

Horizon Hooded
Zippered Warm up
Tops .99 9Re g. •

=l4OO

Levi Original ,
Un-Wash JeansStraight

$1 59 9Leg
Reg. Si 999
Pre-Wash
Straight

$l7g9Leg
Reg. $2199

I KNOW WHAT I'D
LIKE TO 8E...

I'D` LIKE TO BE ONE OF.
THOSE 0065 WHO SIT IN
A CAR IN A PARKING
LOT, AND WHEN SOMEONE
WALKS BY, NE GOES,.,.
mairdeammill

I FEEL I'VE BEEN CHEATED
OUT OF ONE OF THE
6REATJOYS IN LIFE... Across

1 "Mama" Elliot
5 Seaside

10 Walk as crippled
14 On the deep
15 Heart chambers
16 Concept
17 Sit-corn of the sixties
20 Come into sight
21 Wall or Easy
22 Sightseeing excursion
23 Debt note
24 Broken arm aid
27 Certain mines
32 San Antonio mission
33 Orchestra section
34 Rodent
35 Weathercock
36 Intended

37 Hindu hero
38 Dollar bill
39 Plows
40 Stephen Vincent
41 Esteems
43 Take on again
44 Woodland tree
45 Mother of Ares
46 Movie reviewer
49 Black Sea port
52 Rescuers of children's stories
55 Mother of Queen Elizabeth I
56 Movie with the computer "Mother
57 Songstress Fitzgerald
58 Comic Foxx
59 Mother-of-pearl
60 Sluggiph

Down
1 Kitten's mother '

2 Tennis star Arthur
3 Appear
4 "—' Next Year"
5 Product, Ironically, of sheep
6 Different
7 Exist
8 Letter opener
9 Most savory

10 Musterof suspects
11 Unemployed
12 Pork or ham
13 Foot of 1 Down
18 Town in Maine
19 Golfclubs
24 Sample the soup
25 Airline property
26 Highway divisions
27 Certainexams
28 Partner of pots

29 Teheran native
30 Circusemployee
. 31 Ohio or Mississippi
33 Word after Bible or black
36 North American lake
37 Restates
39 Irritable
40 Cap
42 Put in twosomes
43 Madeover
45 "Iliad" author
46 Sugar or candy
47 Peel
48 Soda pop
50 Vend .

51 Singer Guthrie
52 Wide's partner
53 599, Roman style
54 Coping or jig

Sunday-Ma

MOTHERS
DAY

Pretty Hat Boxes
Filled with 1 lb of
Her Favorite . . .

Plain Boxes of
Assorted Candies.

moms air
veryver
special.,

Be sure to remember
yours with '.a beautifu

, Mother's Day Card.
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Creative excellence is an American tradition

Tenn State TooNgtore
on campus

McAllister and Hetzel Union Buildings
Owned and operated by the Pennsylvania State University
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